"Russia is a building with the façade turned toward the Arctic Ocean" Admiral S. Makarov
Introduction and Legal Issues
Arctic shipping for Russia was always about more than just transportation of people and freight. Any activity in the severe polar environment required maximum effort from polar explorers to do their best in overcoming human nature and mostly was based on an adventurous yearn by them to be the "first" and an ambition to conquer the unconquerable.
The Northern Sea Route (NSR), better known in western sources as the "Northeast Passage," runs between the 65 th and 74 th parallels, and partly through narrow and freezing straits. Though the way from Murmansk to the Bering Strait could be followed seawards of the Novaya Zemlya archipelago, the Northeast Passage is the littoral route through the Kara Gate strait, then north of the Yamal
